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No adventure would be complete without a bunch of monsters. In 

this codex you will find over 50 different monsters with all of the 

stats you'll need to place them into your dungeons. There is also a 

quick reference chart listing all the beasties and their hit points 

and details at a glance. 
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For more complete rules on playing visit
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Ankheg

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d6

Move 120

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 1

Damage 2d6 plus 1d4 acid

Habitat Any Temperate

Negotiate No

Experience 750

Description

Ankheg are gigantic burrowing arthropods with chitinous shells.  

They can subsist on filtered earth, but are not averse to meat.  

When feeding, an ankheg dissolves its prey before sucking the  

juices from the shrunken husk, like a spider. This attack inflicts  

1d4 hp damage per round. 

Special

Ankheg sometimes lurk beneath the earth waiting to feel the  

vibrations of an approaching creature to attack it by surprise (+8).
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Special Attacks

If necessary an ankheg can spit digestive acid with a range of 30 ft.  

This uses up its stock of acid, which will not be replenished for half  

a day, and inflicts 4d8 hp damage to a single target (saving throw  

vs breath weapons for half damage).
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Ant, Giant

Type Insect

# Appearing 2d4

Move 180

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6+3

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 150

Description

Giant ants are black ants about 6‘ long. They are omnivores, and  

will devour anything edible which lies in their path (no reaction  

roll). Once engaged in combat, they will fight to the death, even  

trying to cross flames to reach their opponents.

Special

The nest-lair will always be guarded by 4-24 giant ants. There are  

legends of giant ants mining gold, and there is a 30% chance that a 

lair will contain 1-10thousand gp worth of nuggets.
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Bat Swarm

Type Mook

# Appearing 1d100

Move 120

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 0

Damage 0

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 5
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Bat, Giant

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d10

Move 180

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4 bite

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 20

Description

Giant Bats are carnivores and may attack a party if extremely  

hungry. 

Special

Five percent of all giant bat encounters will be groups of giant  

vampire bats, far more dangerous creatures (XP value 25).The Bite  

of a giant vampire bat does no extra damage but its victim must  

make a Saving Throw vs. Paralysis or fall unconscious for 1d10  

rounds. This will allow the vampire bat to feed without being  
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disturbed, draining 1d4 points of blood per round. Any victims  

who die from having their blood drained by a giant vampire bat  

must make a Saving Throw vs. Spells or become an undead  

creature 24 hours after death.
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Bear, Cave

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d2

Move 120

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 6

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d8 / 1d8 / 2d8

Habitat Mountains

Negotiate No

Experience 350

Special Attacks

If the player is attacked and hit with two paws, the player is  

hugged by the animal for an additional 2d6 damage.
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Bee, Giant

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d6

Move 10

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4 + poison

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 25

Description

Although many times larger, growing to a length of about a foot,  

giant bees behave generally the same as their smaller cousins.  

Giant bees are usually not aggressive except when defending  

themselves or their hive.

Special

A giant bee that successfully stings another creature pulls away,  

leaving its stinger in the creature. The bee then dies.
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Special Attacks

A giant bee poison causes an additional 1d6 points of damage  

unless a DC 16 save vs. Constitution is made.
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Beetle, Fire

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d8

Move 120

Armor Class 16

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 2d4

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 15
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Brownie

Type Fey

# Appearing 2d8

Move 120

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d3

Habitat Forest

Negotiate Yes

Experience 125

Description

Found in woodland areas, usually living among faun or other  

forest creatures, these tiny humanoids are shy and would prefer  

to flee rather than fight. Brownies are said to inhabit houses and  

aid in tasks around the house. However, they do not like to be  

seen and will only work at night, traditionally in exchange for small 

gifts of food. 

Special

Brownies cannot be surprised.
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Special Attacks

Brownies may use the following spells once each per day:  

confusion, continual light, dancing lights, dimension door,  

mending, mirror image, protection from evil, and ventriloquism.

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (5%), 1d12×1,000 sp (25%), 1d10×1,000 gp (30%),  

1d12 gems (20%), 1d8 jewellery (5%), any 2 magic items, one  

potion and one scroll (15%)
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Bugbear

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 2d8

Move 90

Armor Class 11

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 +3

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 125

Description

Bugbears are giant hairy goblins. Despite their size and awkward  

walk, they move very quietly and attack without warning whenever 

they can. 

Special

Bugbears are very stealthy with a +7 to surprise.

Loot

4d6 silver, 2d4 gold for individuals; 1d8×1,000 cp, 1d3×1,000 gp,  
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1d8 gems (30% chance), 1d4 jewelry (20% chance), miscellaneous  

magic weapon (10% chance)
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Carrion Crawler

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d4

Move 120

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 8

Damage Special

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 125

Special Attacks

Its small mouth is surrounded by 8 tentacles, each 2‘ long, which  

can paralyze on a successful hit unless a Saving Check 15 vs. CON  

is made. A tentacle hit does no actual damage. Once paralyzed, a  

victim will be eaten (unless the carrion crawler is being attacked).  

Unless magically cured, the paralysis will wear off in 2-8 turns. 

Loot

Treasure: 1d8 gems (30%); 1d4 jewelry (20%); 1 sword, armor, or  

misc. weapon (20%).
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Centaur

Type Fey

# Appearing 3d8

Move 180

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 4

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d8 / 1d8

Habitat Forest

Negotiate Yes

Experience 200

Special Attacks

All centaurs are capable of attacking with melee weapons and two  

hoof attacks each combat round.

Loot

2d6 gp (90%), 1d4 gems (50%)
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Centipede, Giant

Type Insect

# Appearing 4d10

Move 60

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage Poison

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 125

Special Attacks

The bite does no damage, but the victim must make a Saving  

Check 15 vs. CON or become violently ill for 10 days. Characters  

who do not make their Save move at 1/2 speed and will not be  

able to perform any other physical action.
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Cyclops

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d2

Move 150

Armor Class 18

Hit Dice 13

# Attacks 1

Damage 6d6 / 4d10

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 3500

Special Attacks

In addition to their single club attack, cyclopes may attack by  

hurling large boulders up to a distance of 60 ft. for 4d10 damage

Loot

1d10×1,000 cp (5%), 1d12×1,000 sp (25%), 1d8×1,000 gp (25%),  

1d12 gems (15%), 1d8 jewellery (10%), 3 magic items (25%), 2d8  

potions and 1 scroll (40%)
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Frog, Giant

Type Animal

# Appearing 4d10

Move 30

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 / 2d6

Habitat Swamp

Negotiate No

Experience 100

Special Attacks

The frog can shoot its tongue up to three times its body length and 

gets a +4 to hit. The tongue does no damage, it only sticks to the  

victim, entangling them and causing them to become dazed.
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Frogwog

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 3d4

Move 20

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d8 +3 / Tongue

Habitat Swamp

Negotiate Yes

Experience 600

Special Attacks

A creature hit by a frogwog's tongue attack cannot move more  

than 10 feet away from the frogwog and takes a –2 penalty to AC  

as long as the tongue is attached
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Ghoul

Type Undead

# Appearing 1d6

Move 60

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d3 / 1d3 / 1d3

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 100

Description

They are hideous, beast-like humans who will attack any living  

thing. 

Special

Ghouls are undead creatures, immune to Sleep and Charm spells. 

Special Attacks

Any hit from a ghoul will paralyze any creature of ogre-size or  

smaller (except elves) unless the victim makes a Saving Check 15  
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vs. CON. Once an opponent is paralyzed, the ghoul will turn and  

attack another opponent, continuing until either the ghoul or all  

the opponents are paralyzed or dead. This paralysis is the normal  

type (lasting 2-8 turns unless magically cured).

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (50%); 1d6×1,000 sp (25%); 1d3×1,000 gp (25%); 2d4  

gems (30%); 1d4 jewelry (20%); magic weapon or armor (10%); 1d4 

scrolls (10%)
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Giant, Hill

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d10

Move 120

Armor Class 16

Hit Dice 8

# Attacks 1

Damage 2d8 +8

Habitat Hills

Negotiate No

Experience 1200

Description

Hill giants live in mostly inhospitable locations. Half of the time hill  

giants have other animals or beings guarding their homes. When  

guards are present, there is a 30% probability they are 1 to 3 giant  

lizards, 20% probability they are 2d4 ogres, and 50% probability  

they are 2d4 dire wolves. 

Special

When encountering more than 4 hill giants, the first four are male  

and additional individuals up to 7 will be female. More than 7 will  
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be immature and will only have a percentage of adult capabilities.  

Females have 6 HD and are not as formidable as males. They are  

comparable to ogres in terms of attack and damage.

Special Attacks

Hill giants can cause 2d8 hit points in damage by throwing large  

rocks from between 10 to 200 ft. Likewise, they can catch rocks  

tossed at them with a 30% probability.

Loot

2d10×100 gp, 1d10 gems (30%), 1d6 jewelry (25%), 3 magic items  

(15%)
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Giant, Rock

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d8

Move 120

Armor Class 20

Hit Dice 10

# Attacks 1

Damage 4d6 / 4d10

Habitat Mountains

Negotiate Yes

Experience 1750

Description

Standing 12ft tall, rock giants are named for their grey  

complexions, dark grey hair and ice blue eyes. 

Special

Stone giants sometimes share their lairs with cave bears.
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Special Attacks

Stone giants can cause 5d10 hit points in damage by throwing  

large rocks from between 10 to 300 ft. Likewise, they can catch  

rocks tossed at them with a 90% probability.

Loot

2d10×100 gp, 1d10 gems (30%), 1d6 jewellery (25%), 3 magic items 

(15%)
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Gnoll

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 3d6

Move 90

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 +2

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 50

Description

Gnolls are beings of low intelligence that appear to be human-like  

hyenas. They may use all weapons. They are strong, but dislike  

work and prefer to bully and steal. Gnolls are rumored to be the  

result of a magical combination of a gnome and a troll by an evil  

magic-user.

Special

For every 20 gnolls encountered, one will be a leader with 16 hit  

points who attacks as a 3 hit dice monster.
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Loot

1d6 gp per individual; in lair: 1d6×1,000 cp (30%); 1d6×1,000 sp  

(25%); 1d10×1,000 gp (45%); 1d4×100 pp (20%); 5d8 gems (50%);  

4d12 jewelry (65%); 25% chance of any 3 maps or magic.
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Goblin

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 2d6

Move 50

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 15

Description

Goblins are a human-like race, small and very ugly. Their skin is a  

pale earthy color, such as chalky tan or livid gray. Their eyes are  

red, and glow when there is little light. Goblins live underground  

and have well developed darkvision, with a 90′ range. In full  

daylight they fight with a penalty of – 1 on their Hit Rolls. Goblins  

hate dwarves and will attack them on sight.

Special

Goblin Kings. In the goblin lair lives a goblin king with 15 hit points  
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who fights as a 3 Hit Dice monster and gains a +3 bonus to  

damage rolls. The goblin king has a bodyguard of 2d6 goblins who  

fight as 2 Hit Dice monsters and have 2d6 hit points each. The king  

and his bodyguard may fight in full daylight without a penalty. The  

goblin morale is +7 rather than +5 as long as their king is with  

them and still alive. Goblin warlock. These magic using goblins  

don’t wear armor (AC 10) and typically have 3 first level spells and  

2 second level spells. There is a 20% chance that when goblins are  

encountered outdoors, 1 of every 4 will be riding a dire wolf.

Loot

Individual 3d6 sp; Lair 1d12×1,000 cp (75%), 1d6×1,000 sp (50%),  

1d6 gems (25%), 1d3 jewelry (20%), 2d4 potions (40%)
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Harpy

Type Fey

# Appearing 2d4

Move 60

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d4 / 1d4 / 1d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 75

Special Attacks

By their singing, harpies lure creatures to them to be killed and  

devoured. Any creature hearing the harpies’ songs must make a  

Saving Check 15 vs. INT or be Charmed. If a victim makes a Save  

against the songs of a group of harpies, the victim will not be  

affected by any of their songs during the encounter.

Loot

1d12×1,000 cp (20%),1d6×1,000 sp (30%), 1d6 gems (25%), 1d3  

jewelry (20%), any 2 magic items (10%).
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Hobgoblin

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 3d6

Move 90

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 +1

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 25

Description

Hobgoblins are relatives of goblins, but are bigger and meaner.  

They live underground but often hunt outdoors (having no  

penalties in daylight). 

Special

A hobgoblin king and 1-4 bodyguards live in the hobgoblin lair.  

The king has 22 hit points and fights as a 5 Hit Dice monster,  

gaining a bonus of +5 on damage rolls. The bodyguards all fight as  

4 Hit Dice monsters and have 3d6 hit points each. As long as their  
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king is alive and with them, hobgoblin morale is +12 rather than  

+10.

Loot

Individual 3d12 cp, 2d8 gp; Lair 1d8×1,000 cp (75%), 1d12×1,000  

sp (60%), 1d6×1,000 gp (50%), 5d4 gems (50%), 1d6 jewelry (25%),  

1 potion (15%)
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Kobolds

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 4d10

Move 65

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 5

Loot

Individual 3d6 cp; Lair 1d4×1,000 cp (50%), 1d3×1,000 sp (30%),  

1d4 gems (50%)
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Leech, Giant

Type Insect

# Appearing 2d6

Move 30

Armor Class 11

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 100

Special Attacks

Leeches attack can attack to characters. Save DC 15 vs STR or  

become attached and automatically take 2d4 damage each round  

until the leech is removed . A character drained in this way should  

Save DC 15 vs CON or suffer a disease that will be fatal in 1d6  

weeks.
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Lizard Man

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 2d8

Move 60

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6

Habitat Swamp

Negotiate Yes

Experience 25

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (10%), 1d12×1,000 sp (15%), 1d8×1,000 ep (15%),  

1d6×1,000 gp (50%), 1d10 gems (30%), 1d6 jewelry (25%), 2 magic  

items or 1 potion (15%)
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Mummy

Type Undead

# Appearing 2d4

Move 30

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 6

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d12

Habitat Underground

Negotiate No

Experience 1000

Special

Mummies have an aura of fear within 60 ft, a successful saving  

check 15 vs INT is made or be paralyzed for 1d4 rounds. A  

mummy cannot be harmed by normal weapons, sleep, hold spells,  

charm spells, and cold based attacks, poison, paralysis and  

magical weapons do only half damage. Fire on the other hand; a  

torch will deal 1d3 hp damage, a flask of burning oil causes 1d8 hp  

per round and magic fire is +1 to damage. Holy water inflicts 2d4  

hp per vial that hits.
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Special Attacks

The touch of a mummy causes a wasting disease which will cause  

death within 1d6 months. Each month of affliction, the victim loses 

2 points of charisma, and while diseased no cure wound spells will  

have effect and any wounds will heal at a 10% rate and can only  

be cured by a cure disease spell. 

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (10%), 1d12×1,000 sp (15%), 1d8×1,000 ep (15%),  

1d6×1,000 gp (50%), 1d10 gems (30%), 1d6 jewellery (25%), any 2  

magic item + 1 potion (15%)
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Ogre

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d6

Move 90

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 4

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d8 +4

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 125

Loot

Individual: 4d20 gp; Lair: 1d3×1,000 gp (30%), 5d8 gems (40%), 2  

magic items (10%), 2d4 potions (40%)
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Orc

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 2d4

Move 120

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 +1

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 10

Description

An orc is an ugly human-like creature, and looks like a  

combination of animal and man. One member of each group of  

orcs is a leader with 8 hit points who gains a +1 bonus on damage  

rolls. If this leader is killed, the morale of the group becomes +5  

instead of +12. Orcs are afraid of anything larger or stronger than  

they are, but may be forced to fight by their leaders. There are  

many different tribes of orcs. Each tribe has as many female orcs  

as males, and 2 children (“whelps”) for each 2 adults. The leader of  

an orc tribe is a chieftain with 15 hit points, who attacks as a 4 Hit  
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Dice monster and gains +2 on damage rolls. For every 20 orcs in a  

tribe, there may be an ogre with them (1 in 6 chance).

Special

When fighting in daylight, they have a penalty of – 1 on their Hit  

Rolls.

Loot

Individual 2d6 ep ; Lair 1d12×1,000 cp (50%), 1d6×1,000 sp (40%),  

1d6 gems (25%), 1d3 jewellery (20%), 2d4 potions (40%)
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Owl Bear

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d4

Move 120

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 5

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d8 / 1d8 / 1d8

Habitat Forest

Negotiate No

Experience 250

Special Attacks

If both its paws hit one opponent in one round, the owl bear hugs  

for an additional 2-16 points of damage.

Loot

1d12×1,000 cp, 1d6×1,000 sp, 1d6 gems (25%), 1d3 pieces of  

jewelry (20%).
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Pixie

Type Fey

# Appearing 1d4

Move 90

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 50

Description

Pixies are small human-like creatures with insect-like wings. They  

are distantly related to elves, but are only 1′-2′ tall. Their small  

insect-like wings can only support pixies for 3 turns, and they must 

rest one full turn after flying.

Special

They are invisible unless they want to be seen (or unless magically  

detected). Unlike the effects of the invisibility spell, pixies can  

attack and remain invisible,and they always gain surprise when  

doing so. They may not be attacked in the first round of combat,  
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but after that their attackers will see shadows and movement in  

the air and may attack the pixies with a -4 penalty on Hit Rolls. 

Loot

2d4×1,000 gp (40%), 1d6×1,000 pp (50%), 4d8 gems (55%), 1d12  

jewelry (45%), 2d4 potions (40%), 1d4 scrolls (50%), 1 misc. magic  

(60%)
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Rat, Giant

Type Animal

# Appearing 3d10

Move 120

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4

Habitat Underground

Negotiate No

Experience 20

Special Attacks

Anyone bitten by a rat has a d20 chance of being infected. (This  

chance should be checked each time a rat successfully hits. If  

diseased, the XP award is 6.) The victim may still avoid the disease  

by making a Saving Check 15 vs. CON. If failed, the victim may die  

in 1d6 days (1 in 4 chance) or may be sick in bed for 1 month,  

unable to adventure.
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Rust Monster

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d4

Move 120

Armor Class 18

Hit Dice 5

# Attacks 1

Damage Special

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 300

Special Attacks

If a rust monster hits a character with its antenna, it will cause any  

non-magical metal armor or weapon hit to immediately crumble  

to rust. A magical armor or weapon struck usually loses one “plus”  

per hit, but has a 10% chance per “plus” of resisting the effect  

completely. For example, a shield +1 has a 10% chance of  

surviving the attack. If 11 or greater is rolled on d%, the shield is  

reduced to a normal shield. If hit again, it crumbles into rust.
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Loot

1d4 gems per individual (50%)
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Scorpion, Giant

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d3

Move 150

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 5

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d10 / 1d10 / 1d4 

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 600

Description

Giant scorpions are vicious, fearless predators found almost  

anywhere. Their usual tactic is to attack anything smaller than  

themselves. The scorpion can use its attacks independently of  

each other on 3 different targets. Anything that the scorpion kills is 

taken back to its lair and consumed. 

Special

scorpion is not immune to its own poison; if it stings itself it could  

die.
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Special Attacks

The scorpion will try and grab its prey with its huge claws then  

sting it to death with its tail. While its tail only does 1d4 points of  

damage the victim must save DC 15 vs CON or die.

Loot

1d8x1,000 cp (10%), 1d12x1,000 sp (15%), 1d6x1,000 gp (30%),  

1d10 gems (10%), 1d6 jewellery (5%), 2 misc. magic + 1 potion  

(5%)
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Shadow

Type Planar

# Appearing 1d8

Move 90

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 300

Description

Shadows are non-corporeal (ghostlike) intelligent creatures. They  

can only be harmed by magical weapons. They look like real  

shadows and can alter their shape slightly. The DM should not use  

shadows unless the party has at least one magical weapon.

Special

Shadows are hard to see and usually gain surprise (+16). Shadows  

are not affected by Sleep or Charm spells, but they are not Undead 

and cannot be Turned by clerics. 
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Special Attacks

If a shadow scores a hit, it will drain 1 point of Strength in addition  

to doing normal damage. This weakness will last for 8 turns. Any  

creature whose Strength is reduced to zero becomes a shadow  

immediately.

Loot

2d10×1,000 sp (10%); 2d4×1,000 gp (45%); 1d6×1,000 pp (33%);  

4d8 gems (20%); 2d4 jewellery (8%); any 3 magic items (33%)
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Shrieker

Type Plant

# Appearing 1d8

Move 9

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 3

# Attacks 0

Damage Special

Habitat Underground

Negotiate No

Experience 50

Special Attacks

They react to light (within 60’) and movement (within 30’) by  

emitting a piercing shriek which lasts for 1-3 rounds. For each  

round of shrieking, the DM should roll ld6; any result of 4-6  

indicates that a wandering monster has heard the noise, and will  

arrive in 2-12 rounds.
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Skeleton

Type Undead

# Appearing 3d4

Move 60

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d8

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 15

Description

Animated skeletons are undead creatures often found near  

graveyards, dungeons, and other deserted places. They are often  

used as guards by the high level magic-user or cleric who  

animated them. 

Special

Can be Turned by clerics, not affected by Sleep or Charm spells,  

nor any form of mind reading. Fight until “killed.” Piercing  

Weapons do half damage. +6 to surprise due to they are silent.
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Snake, Giant – Boa

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d2

Move 90

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 6

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d4 / 2d4

Habitat Any Warm

Negotiate No

Experience 360

Special Attacks

Boas will drop on its prey from above, coiling its long body around  

the chosen target victim and attacking by both biting and  

squeezing for 2d4 points of damage. Once a snake has a victim  

within its coils it is quite difficult to release him or her. Several  

strong creatures creatures can grasp each end of the snake and  

uncoil the victim in 1d4+1 rounds. Four very strong humans, 16 or  

greater strength each, should be able to accomplish this task.  

Attacks directed against a snake will also affect the victim trapped  

within the snake coils, though the GM may allow certain types of  

attacks to not do so.
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Snake, Giant – Cobra

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d4

Move 90

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 4

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4 - Poison

Habitat Any Warm

Negotiate No

Experience 220

Special Attacks

Poison! the victim gets a saving check 15 vs CON or die.
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Spider, Giant – Black Widow

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d10

Move 180

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d4

Habitat Underground

Negotiate No

Experience 250

Special Attacks

Any victim of the bite of a black widow spider must make a Saving  

Check 15 vs. CON or die in 1 turn.
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Spider, Giant – Crab

Type Insect

# Appearing 1d100

Move 120

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d2

Habitat Underground

Negotiate No

Experience 5

Special Attacks

Any victim of its bite must make a Saving Check 15 vs. CON or die  

in 1-4 turns. However, the poison is weak, and the victim gains a  

+2 bonus to the roll.
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Stirge

Type Animal

# Appearing 1d10

Move 20

Armor Class 13

Hit Dice 1

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d3

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 50

Description

A stirge is a birdlike creature with a long nose. It attacks by  

thrusting its beak into the victim’s body, and feeds on blood.

Special

A flying stirge gains a bonus of +2 on its first Hit Roll against any  

one opponent due to its speedy diving attack.

Special Attacks

A successful hit (for 1-3 points of damage) means that it has  
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attached itself to the victim, sucking for 1-3 points of damage per  

round until dead. 

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (10%), 1d12×1,000 sp (15%), 1d8×1,000 ep (15%),  

1d6×1,000 gp (50%), 2d6 gems (50%), 1d6 jewelry (25%), 1d2  

magic items + 1 potion (15%).
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Treant

Type Fey

# Appearing 1d20

Move 120

Armor Class 20

Hit Dice 8

# Attacks 2

Damage 3d6 / 3d6

Habitat Forest

Negotiate Yes

Experience 2500

Description

Guardians of the forest, these large humanoid monsters are living  

trees. They are indiscernible from normal trees until they move  

and their arms and legs become apparent. 

Special

Fire attacks do double damage to treants. 

Loot

2d20 gems (50%) and 1d8 potions (40%)
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Troll

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d12

Move 120

Armor Class 16

Hit Dice 6

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d4 +4 / 1d4 +4 / 2d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 550

Description

Trolls are vile, putrid creatures found in almost any climate. They  

can attack up to three opponents at a time using their powerful  

limbs to claw and their wicked teeth for biting. 

Special

After three rounds of combat, their innate regeneration ability will  

start working, recovering 3 hit points per round. Their ability to  

regenerate even allows detached limbs to reattach to their body.  

Severed limbs will even continue to attack foes independently. A  

troll can only be truly destroyed by fire or acid, and these type of  
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damage cannot be regenerated.

Loot

Lair 1d8×1,000 cp (10%), 1d12×1,000 sp (15%), 1d8×1,000 ep  

(15%), 1d6×1,000 gp (50%), 1d10 gems (30%), 1d6 jewelry (25%), 2  

magic items or 1 potion (15%).
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Vampire, Lesser

Type Undead

# Appearing 1d6

Move 120

Armor Class 19

Hit Dice 8

# Attacks 3

Damage 1d6 / 1d6 / 3d6

Habitat Any

Negotiate Yes

Experience 4000

Description

Vampires are one of the most feared of the undead. Being similar  

to other undead, they dwell simultaneously in the negative  

material and material planes. Lesser vampires, or young vampires,  

are ones that have yet to reach their full potential. Greater  

Vampires should be used as major bosses and be 2x the strength  

of lesser vampires.

Special

Vampires are immune to charm, hold, and sleep spells. Electricity  
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and cold does only half damage, only silver or magic weapons can  

harm a vampire and they regenerate 3 hit points per round.  

Vampires may take gaseous form at will, and will be forced into  

this form if their hit points reach zero. Vampires may shape  

change into a large bat at will. Lesser vampires can only be killed  

by burning the body or decapitation with a wooden stake through  

it's heart.

Special Attacks

Vampire bite. Lesser vampires have not yet learned to turn others  

into vampires, but their bite has the ability to charm. Save DC 20  

vs WIS to resist it's effects.

Loot

1d20×1,000 sp (10%), 1d10×1,000 gp (40%), 1d8×100 pp (35%),  

3d10 gems (20%), 1d10 jewellery (10%), 3 magic items (30%).
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Werewolf

Type Humanoid

# Appearing 1d6

Move 180

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 4

# Attacks 1

Damage 2d8

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 350

Description

Werewolves are humans who can change into wolves. They do not  

wear armor, since it would interfere with their shape changing. 

Special

Any lycanthrope can summon 1-2 wolves. Summoned animals will  

arrive in 1-4 rounds. If a werewolf is hit by wolfsbane, it must  

make a Saving Throw vs. Poison or run away in fear. The sprig of  

wolfsbane must be swung or thrown as a weapon, using normal  

combat procedures. Animal Form: In animal form, a lycanthrope  
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may only be harmed by magic weapons, silvered weapons, or  

magic spells. The lycanthrope cannot speak normal languages,  

though it can speak with normal wolves. Human Form: In human  

form, a lycanthrope often looks somewhat like a wolf. In this form,  

they may be attacked normally, and may speak any known  

languages.

Special Attacks

Lycanthropy: Lycanthropy is a disease. Any human character who  

is severely hurt by a werewolf, and loses more than half of his or  

her hit points when in battle with it, will become a werewolf of in  

2d12 days. The victim will begin to show signs of the disease after  

half that time. The disease will kill demi-humans instead of turning  

them into werewolves. It may only be cured by a high level cleric  

(11th level or greater), who will do so for a suitable price or  

service. Any character who becomes a full werewolf will become  

an NPC, to be run by the DM only.
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Wight

Type Undead

# Appearing 2d6

Move 90

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 4

# Attacks 1

Damage Special

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 600

Description

A wight is an undead spirit living in the body of a dead human or  

demi-human. 

Special

It can only be hit by silvered or magical weapons. 

Special Attacks

Wights are greatly feared, as they drain life energy when striking a  

victim. Each hit drains one level of experience or Hit Die. (Energy  
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Drain is explained under special attacks). Any person totally  

drained of life energy by a wight will become a wight in 1-4 days,  

and will be under control of their slayer.

Loot

1d8×1,000 cp (50%); 1d6×1,000 sp (25%); 1d4×1,000 ep (25%);  

1d3×1,000 gp (25%); 1d8 gems (30%); 1d4 jewellery (20%); 1 magic  

item (sword, armour, or miscellaneous magic) (10%).
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Wolf

Type Animal

# Appearing 3d4

Move 50

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d6 / 1d6 +2

Habitat Forest

Negotiate No

Experience 400
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Wolf, Dire

Type Animal

# Appearing 3d4

Move 50

Armor Class 14

Hit Dice 5

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d8 / 1d8 +5

Habitat Forest

Negotiate No

Experience 800
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Wraith

Type Undead

# Appearing 2d6

Move 120

Armor Class 15

Hit Dice 5

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d6 + special

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 650

Description

Wraiths are insubstantial undead creatures that exist partially in  

the negative material plane, giving them the power to drain one  

level of experience when they score a hit upon an opponent. In  

sunlight, the wraith cannot drain levels. Wraiths are shadowy,  

man-like shapes, dark and indistinct.

Special

Silver weapons inflict only half damage upon a wraith; magical  

weapons inflict full damage. They are immune to cold damage,  
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charms, sleep and hold spells.

Special Attacks

Successful attacks drain one level of experience from the  

character.

Loot

(in lair only) 1d10×1,000 cp (5%); 1d12×1,000 sp (25%); 1d6×1,000  

ep (25%); 1d8×1,000 gp (25%); 1d12 gems (15%); 1d8 jewellery  

(10%); 3 magic items plus 1 scroll (25%).
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Wyvern

Type Dragon

# Appearing 1d6

Move 60

Armor Class 17

Hit Dice 7

# Attacks 2

Damage 1d6 / 2d8

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 850

Special Attacks

Normal attack with claws, bites are poisonous with a Save DC 15 vs 

CON or die.

Loot

1d10x1,000 cp (5%), 1d12x1,000 sp (25%), 1d6x1,000 ep (25%),  

1d8x1,000 gp (25%), 1d12 gems (15%), 1d8 jewellery (15%), 3  

magic items plus 1 scroll (25%).
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Zombie

Type Undead

# Appearing 3d6

Move 90

Armor Class 12

Hit Dice 2

# Attacks 1

Damage 1d8

Habitat Any

Negotiate No

Experience 30

Description

Zombies are mindless undead humans or demi-humans animated  

by some evil magic-user or cleric. They can be harmed by normal  

weapons. Zombies are often placed to guard treasures, since they  

make no noise. They are slow fighters, and always lose initiative  

(no roll needed).

Special

They may be Turned by clerics but are not affected by Sleep or  

Charm spells. +5 to surprise rolls
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